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Abstract

In this document we describe field mapping measurements carried out for the An
1 and dn2 experiments

that ran in Hall C from November 2019 to March 2020. Field gradients predicted for each An
1 running

condition are presented. Combined with TOSCA simulations, field directions and their uncertainties
needed for the data analysis of the experiment are determined.

1 Introduction

The An
1 and dn2 experiments were scheduled to run from November 2019 to summer 2020 in Hall C.

Both experiments use the polarized 3He target. The polarized 3He target requires a nearly-homogeneous
holding field of 25-30 Gauss. The field gradient should be kept as low as 20 mG/cm in the area of both
the target chamber and the pumping chamber to minimize polarization loss associated with polarimetry
measurements. In addition, a precise knowledge of the field direction is needed to carry out physics
data analysis. In order to understand the target field, field mapping measurements were carried out in
October 2019. Results of the field mapping and their interpretation are the focus of this document. In
this section we will introduce the target coil system and the coordinate system used by the mapping
measurement.

2 The Target Coil System and the Field Mapping Setup

2.1 The Target Coil System

The polarized 3He target system uses two pairs of Helmholtz coils, named horizontal large (HL) and
horizontal small (HS) coils, to create two horizontal holding fields that are perpendicular to each other.
Under typical running conditions, the axis of the HL coil pair is aligned at 90 degrees (perpendicular to
the beamline) in the Hall Coordinate System. The field generated by the HL coils is therefore pointing
perpendicular to the beam line. Similarly, the axis of the HS coil pair is aligned parallel to the beam
direction and so is the field it generates. In this configuration, only the HS coils need to be powered on
to generate a longitudinal polarization holding field, at 0 (downstream along beamline) or 180 degrees
(upstream along beam line) in the Hall Coordinate System. Similarly, only the HL coils need to be
turned on for a transverse polarization holding field, at 90 (beam left) or 270 (beam right) degrees. This
coil configuration was used for the dn2 experiment.

For the high-x setting of An
1 , however, the Helmholtz coils themselves occupy some space around the

target which would block the acceptance of the spectrometers (SHMS and HMS in Hall C) if used in
the configuration described above. Therefore both HL and HS coils were rotated by 45 degree clockwise
(viewing from top) to avoid coil blockage of the spectrometers. In other words, the axis of the horizontal
large coils was pointing at 45 degrees (beam left) and the axis of the horizontal small coils at -45 degrees
(beam right).

The field generated by a Helmholtz coil pair is nearly uniform only within a small region at the coil
center. In order to correct for the field gradient of the HL or HS coils, two pairs of horizontal correction
coils are used. The horizontal large correction coils (HLCC) are made of several turns of wires wound
along the HL coils. Similarly the horizontal small correction coils (HSCC) are made of wires wound
along the HS coils. The currents running in each of the correction coil pair are along opposite directions
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(rather than in the same direction as in a Helmholtz coil pair), thus generating a pure field gradient that
can be used to null the gradient caused by the main HL or HS coils. The HLCC and HSCC rotate with
the main HL and HS coils.

In addition, there are two pairs of vertical correction coils which are used to minimize the field
gradients in the vertical direction: one is called vertical large (VL) coils and the other is called vertical
small (VS) coils. For the pair of vertical large coils, the plane of one coil is tilted by 6 degrees away from
horizontal plane, while the other coil is tilted by 6 degrees in the opposite way. The pair of the vertical
small coils are similar but tilted in an opposite way as the vertical large coils. The vertical correction
coils are particularly important for running the polarized 3He target in hall C because the horizontal
bender (HB) of the SHMS produces a non-negligible vertical field that must be minimized in order to
maximize target performance and to understand the measured asymmetries and/or cross sections. The
vertical correction coils do not rotate with the horizontal coil system.

Fig. 1 shows the coils in the polarized helium3 target system. And Fig. 2 shows the orientation of
the horizontal coil system for the rotated configuration.

Figure 1: The coil system of the polarized 3He target. The horizontal large (HL) coils are in
orange. The horizontal small (HS) coils are in blue. The horizontal correction coils HLCC
and HSCC are wired in the outer side of HL and HS respectively but they are not visible
in this figure. The two vertical correction coils are also seen in the figure.

2.2 Field Measurement Devices

We used a three-axis hall magnetometer manufactured by Metrolab with model number THM1176-
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Figure 2: Coil orientation for large angle running of An1 experiment. The two spectrometers
are located at 30◦.

HF to measure the field. According to the manual, the THM1176-HF can measure magnet field up to 20
T (though is only calibrated up to 14 T). Its precision is 3 Gauss and the accuracy is about 1% [1] 1 This
probe is not ideal because we need the precision of the measurement to be as low as 0.1 Gauss, however
it is the only probe we had on hand. There exists another model, probe THM1176-LF, which has much
higher precision but its range does not reach 30 Gauss.

The 3-D probe THM1176-HF was connected to a windows-8 operator system using a USB cable. A
LabVIEW software provided by Metrolab was used to control the measurement. In each measurement, we
measured the field for at least 10 seconds. The software samples the field at the sensor with a frequency
of 10 HZ therefore we will have more than 100 samples in the raw data file. We then extracted the mean
and the standard deviation of all samples to use as the field value and its uncertainty, respectively. The
uncertainty obtained this way is about 26 mG, and is treated as the uncertainty due to reproducibility
of the probe itself (which is smaller than the 3 G value provided on the website).

The device used in the field mapping measurement is shown in Fig. 3. A square shape aluminum
frame was mounted onto the base of the target system. There are 40 pin holes on each of the four sides
of the frame. A horizontal bar was mounted using 4 pins (two on each end of the bar) to the aluminum
frame. There are 45 pin holes on the horizontal bar. A vertical bar, also with 45 pin holes, is then
mounted onto the horizontal bar. The probe holder was mount onto the vertical bar such that we can
move probe vertically. The 3-D probe was glued and fixed in the probe holder using cable ties. The
distance of adjective pin holes is 1 cm on the horizontal and the vertical bars, and the aluminum frame.
The 3-D probe can be moved along the vertical bar, the horizontal bar, and the aluminum frame, which
controls the y, x, and z positions of the probe in the Hall Coordinate System, respectively, in 1-cm steps.
The repeatability of the probe position was tested by taking down the holder and then putting it back
to the same pin hole 5 times. The field was measured each time. The standard deviation of these 5
measurements was found to be 70 mG, which is treated as the uncertainty of the measurement due to
probe positioning.

In addition to the probe positioning w.r.t. the frame, the frame itself was not surveyed and there can
be an offset of the frame w.r.t. the target center, though this offset is believed to be less than 3 cm‘2.
Moreover, the exact orientation of the probe within the probe surface adds additional uncertainties: Even
if the surface of the probe is aligned perfectly along the HCS, we can not guarantee that the sensor of
the 3-D probe is aliened to the HCS axis because the sensor itself might not be oriented parallel to the
probe surface. These problems were further studied using TOSCA calculation of the fields and the probe
orientation angles and the frame offsets were extracted, see Sections 4.1.4 and 4.5.

1According to Metrolab website, precision is defined as how closely multiple measurements are clustered, also called repro-
ducibility or repeatability. Accuracy is defined as how close a measurement conforms to reality.

2If surveyed, the uncertainty due to frame position can be reduced to 0.3 mm
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Figure 3: The aluminum frame and the probe holder.

2.3 Coordinate Systems, Platform Adjustment and Coil Survey

In the raw field mapping data, the coordinates were defined empirically along the frame: x pointing
beam right, y pointing vertical up and z pointing upstream along the beamline. The position of the
frame origin point is within 3 cm of the Hall pivot.

In the subsequent analysis of the field mapping data, the Hall Coordinate System was used primarily,
with x pointing beam left, z along the beam direction and y vertically up, see Fig. 2. Therefore, in the
first step of the mapping analysis, the frame positions were converted to the position in the HCS for all
field measurements.

One additional correction needed to be applied to the data taken prior to October 23rd. In the
morning of Oct. 23rd, the alignment group adjusted the pitch angle of the target base that holds
the whole target coil system, such that one of the reference points downstream was moved vertically
down by 3 mm. After this adjustment, the actual HCS position of the target coil center was at (-0.55,
146.41, 0.30) mm, compare to the designed location (0.00, 150.01, 0.00) mm. The actual position of
the reference point changed from (-3.55, -863.56, 838.36) mm to (-3.55, -866.56, 838.36) mm after the
adjustment. Based on these numbers, we extracted that the change of the pitch angle is 3.573 mrad
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or 0.205 degrees. Details of data analysis related to the target platform adjustment will be provided in
Section 4.2.3. The alignment group did another survey at the end of the An

1 experiment, on or right after
March 13rd. They provided a survey report indicating that the axes of the main HL and HS coils are
almost perfectly aligned w.r.t. HCS: These tilting angles are all less than 0.023 degrees in magnitude,
and are negligible.

All survey reports listed in this section are based on private communication with Chris Gould
(gould@jlab.org) from the survey group.

3 Field Measurements

The An
1 and dn2 experiments each has several kinematic settings, each with the SHMS at different

scattering angles. As mentioned earlier, the HB field of the SHMS adds a non-negligible background and
it changes with the SHMS angle setting. Because of the limited time that could be allocated for field
measurements, not all kinematic settings were mapped. A subset of kinematic settings were measured and
the measured fields were used to calibrate with TOSCA calculations. Fields of unmeasured settings were
predicted using a combination of the mapping data and TOSCA calculations. Our full field mapping
procedure is described first in Section3.1, following by probe zeroing and background measurements
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3), and coil settings for all data obtained.

3.1 Field Measurement Procedure

The first step was to measure the fields with only a single set of coils turned on: HL, HS, VL, VS,
HLCC, HSCC or the HB. We measured the HB field at three angles: 30, 18 and 12.5 degrees. For HB,
VL, and VS coils, we measured the fields at multiple currents to study the linearity of the field vs. the
current. With these data for each coil pair, we obtained some basic ideas on the current setting needed
to power each coil pair.

The second step was to measure only the main holding field for all four polarities: 0◦ (longitudinal or
downstream along the beamline), 90◦ (transverse beam left), 180◦ (anti-longitudinal or upstream along
the beamline), and 270◦ (transverse beam right).

The third step was to power up these five sets of coils: HB, HL, HS, VL, and VS for all the four
polarities. The currents of HB, HL and HS were kept at fixed values, and the currents of VL and VS were
optimized such that the average vertical field along the beamline is zero, and the vertical field gradients
are minimized as much as possible. In this step, we form a model using results from the previous two
steps and predict the optimal currents for VL and VS. (If such model does not exist, one can measure
the field at the pivot (0,0,0) for 2 currents for each of VL and VS, then search for the optimal currents
by hand. It will cost much more time.)

In the fourth step, if the horizontal field gradients of any of the above polarity results could not be
reduced to below 30 mG/cm, HLCC and HSCC were powered up in order to minimize the horizontal
field gradients to as low as possible.

In the final step that was carried out for each of the three SHMS angles, the target field was set at
a particular polarity and all target coils were set at optimized current values, the full field mapping was
carried out. The minimal measurement involved measuring the field along 3 lines (scans) in space, while
a full mapping covered 18 lines (scans).

For a 3-line measurement, the fields are measured at the following positions (all positions are given
in the HCS in pin hole positions, i.e. the unit is in cm):

• line-1: x=0; y=0; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-2: x=0; y=2; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-3: x=2; y=0; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

For a full mapping, the fields are measured along the following 18 lines:

• line-1: x=0; y=0; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-2: x=0; y=2; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-3: x=0; y=10; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-4: x=0; y=10; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-5: x=0; y=30; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-6: x=0; y=32; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20
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• line-7: x=-2; y=0; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-8: x=-2; y=2; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-9: x=-2; y=10; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-10: x=-2; y=10; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-11: x=-2; y=30; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-12: x=-2; y=32; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-13: x=2; y=0; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-14: x=2; y=2; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-15: x=2; y=10; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-16: x=2; y=10; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-17: x=2; y=30; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

• line-18: x=2; y=32; z=20, 18, -3, -5, -18, -20

The 3-line measurement described above is actually not ideal to determine the field gradient because
the spacing between lines is too small (only 2 cm in x or y). Because the uncertainty of the probe itself
is already at the level of 26 mG, the uncertainty of the field gradient is as large as 13 mG/cm if a 2-cm
spacing is used. For future measurement, one should make the distance between lines at least 10 cm,
which can lower the uncertainty of the field gradient to 2.6 mG/cm.

3.2 Probe Zero Calibration

We did the zero calibration for the probe in EEL building (outside Hall C) several days before the
measurement. To do the zero calibration, the probe should be inserted into a zero field hole (a mu-metal
device which shields magnetic fields) and then run zero calibration function in the control software. Once
the probe was glued onto the holder, we could not perform probe zeroing because there is no zeroing
device big enough to enclose the whole probe with the holder. Therefore we did not do zeroing calibration
in the Hall. At the end of the measurement, we took the probe outside Hall C and detached it from the
holder, and performed another zeroing calibration in EEL building. The difference between field readings
of the probe inside the zeroing device before and after zero calibration are listed in Table 1. These values
were be used to correct for possible probe offsets in the data analysis in program GetAverage.

dB dBx dBy dBz
0.160 -0.136 -0.083 -0.016

Table 1: The field difference inside zero hole in Gauss: before - after. The difference in the
magnitude, dB was calculated as the quadrature sum of all three components.

3.3 Environmental (Earth and Hall) Background

The Earth field is about 0.55 Gauss in magnitude. Additionally, the iron and steel environment in
Hall C makes the background field much more complicated than a uniform Earth field alone. The support
pole and the floor of the target platform are made of iron. The pivot pole and the support structure of
the beam pipe are made of steel. The yolk of the HB is also iron. All these iron and steel are within 2
meters from the center of the target. In order to understand the environmental background field, five
measurements along line-1 were carried out on each day of the mapping before any of the coils were
powered up, on 10/19, 10/21, 10/23 and 10/28. This field varied from day to day outside the expected
uncertainties, see Fig. 4, by as large as 0.1 G in Bx, 0.06 G in By and 0.06 G in Bz, and there is an
obvious dependence in the z position. These variations could be due to changes in the HB (SHMS) angle
or in the nearby iron and steel structure. Unfortunately, there was not enough record for us to study the
correlation of the observed field variation and changes in the iron or steel structure. The measurement
of 10/19 was used for background subtraction in the data analysis, and the variation among all four
measurements were taken as part of the final uncertainty of the measurement. Please see Appendix B
for details of the raw data and analysis of the environmental background.
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Figure 4: The Bx(top), By(middle) and Bz(bottom) component of the environmental back-
ground field vs z position in HCS. The four measurements were taken on 10/19 (blue
squares), 10/21 (red diamonds), 10/23 (yellow downward triangles) and 10/28 (green up-
ward triangles).
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3.4 Horizontal Bender Settings

We measured the fields of HB at the following three settings:

• SHMS at 30 degrees: HB momentum set to 3.4 GeV/c, current 1127.68 A.

• SHMS at 12.5 degrees:HB momentum set to 7.5 GeV/c, current 2252.33 A.

• SHMS at 18 degrees: HB momentum set to 5.6 GeV/c, current 1877.10 A.

The fields were also measured at two locations, (0, 0, -20) and (0, 0, 18), with the HB current scanned
at currents of 1000, 1200, 1300, 1480, 1600, 1900, 2200, and 2552.33 A. This was to study if the HB
field changes linearly with the current, and is useful to determine how the measured HB fields should be
scaled for current values where fields were not measured.

3.5 Horizontal Large and Small Coil Settings

For production runs of the An
1 experiment, it was planned to use the target in all four polarization

directions: longitudinal (0◦), transverse left (90◦), anti-longitudinal (180◦), and transverse right (270◦).
However, the time allocated for field mapping measurement was not sufficient to measure the field for all
four directions. Instead we measured the following settings before the target base was adjusted by the
alignment group:

• HL only: SHMS at 30 degrees, measured on 10/18.

• longitudinal: SHMS at 30 degrees, measured on 10/18.

• transverse right: SHMS at 12.5 degrees, measured on 10/20.

• transverse left: SHMS at 18 degrees, measured on 10/21.

• transverse right: SHMS at 18 degrees, measured on 10/21.

• anti-longitudinal: SHMS at 18 degrees, measured on 10/21.

We did not measure the field for HS coils only. We thought that should be fine since we already have
data for all four polarities.

Other groups were also working in the hall when we performed the field measurements. We thought
that the spectrometers angles would not affect the field at the target area significantly if HB was not
powered up, and the above measurements had the SHMS at various angles. The analysis using TOSCA
simulation later proved that the effect on the HL or HS field due to changes in the SHMS angle is less
than 80 mG in all Bx, By and Bz components, see Section 4.2.

In the morning of 10/23, the target base were adjusted by the alignment group. In order to understand
how the adjustment affected the fields, a few more measurements were carried out and results compared
to measurements from before the adjustment:

• transverse left: SHMS at 25 degrees, measured in the evening of 10/23.

• transverse right: SHMS at 25 degrees, measured in the evening of 10/23.

• anti-longitudinal:SHMS at 25 degrees, measured in the evening of 10/23.

• HS only: SHMS at 18 degrees, measured on 10/28.

We skipped the longitudinal field measurement due to the time limit. It turns out that was a wrong
decision. We should repeat the measurement to the longitudinal setting. Later analysis found that the
main holding field for the longitudinal direction had relative large deviation (as large as 0.39 Gauss) from
prediction using two single coils real data. Other polarities deviate within 0.25 Gauss. This give us a lot
of trouble in the analysis.

3.6 Vertical Large and Small Coils Settings

For both sets of the vertical coils, we placed the probe at (0, 0, -18) and did a current scan at currents
from 1 A to 10 A with step size of 1 A. This provided us a ”Field vs Current” curve, which was used
to determine how much current we should power up these coils. We then set the current of VL coils
to -6.4 A, and VS coils to -7.1 A, and performed a 3-line-measurement for each. Please note that the
current -6.4 or -7.1 above are not randomly chosen. It should not be too small otherwise the environment
background dominates. It should also not be too large to hit the power supply limit or burn out the
coils. The range of 6-8 A is reasonable to perform the mapping measurement.
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Figure 5: The horizontal corrections coils are formed from white-colored wires attached to
the outer side of the main coils, winding around the support or the holding structure of the
main coils.

3.7 Horizontal Large and Small Correction Coils Settings

The horizontal correction coils are made of wires that are attached to the outer side of the HL and
HS coils. The wires have to bypass the supporting structure or holding structure of the main coils, and
thus are not in perfectly circular shape, see Fig.5. Because of the irregular shape of the wires, the fields
created by HLCC and HSCC are not match very well to the TOSCA models. Due to the time limit,
fields were measured for only a few settings as follows:

• HLCC: -2.0 A, 2.0 A, measured in the evening of 10/18.

• HSCC: -2.0 A, 2.0 A, measured in the evening of 10/18.

• HLCC at 2.0 A and HSCC at 2.0 A: measured in the evening of 10/18.

• HLCC at 2.0 A and HSCC at -2.0 A: measured in the evening of 10/18.

• HLCC at -2.0 A and HSCC at 2.0 A: measured in the evening of 10/18.

• HLCC at -2.0 A and HSCC at -2.0 A: measured in the evening of 10/18.

• HLCC: -4.0 A, 4.0 A, measured in the evening of 10/28.

• HSCC: -4.0 A, 4.0 A, measured in the evening of 10/28.

• HLCC at 4.0 A and HSCC at 4.0 A: measured in the evening of 10/28.

• HLCC at -4.0 A and HSCC at -4.0 A: measured in the evening of 10/28.

We found that the field created by 2.0 A is too small (about 1 Gauss) and they were affected too much
by the environment background. On 10/28, we made more measurements with 4.0 A.

3.8 Data For All 6 Coil Pairs and HB (3-Line-Measurements)

Several measurements were performed for all seven sets of coils: HB, HL, HS, VL, VS, HLCC, and
HSCC. For SHMS at 30 degrees and HB was set to 3.4 GeV/c, 3-line-measurements were performed for
the following settings (HLCC and HSCC were not used):
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• longitudinal: VL at 0.0 A and VS at 0.0 A.

• longitudinal: VL at 4.5 A and VS at 3.5 A.

• transverse left: VL at 0.0 A and VS at 0.0 A.

• transverse left: VL at 2.3 A and VS at 2.3 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 0.0 A and VS at 0.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 4.5 A and VS at 3.5 A.

• transverse right: VL at 0.0 A and VS at 0.0 A.

• transverse right: VL at 4.5 A and VS at 2.8 A.

For SHMS at 12.5 degrees and HB set at 7.5 GeV/c, 3-line-measurements were performed for the
following settings:

• longitudinal: VL at 6.4 A, VS at 4.2 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• longitudinal: VL at 6.4 A, VS at 4.2 A, HLCC at 1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

• longitudinal: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 6.0 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• longitudinal: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 6.0 A, HLCC at 1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

• transverse left: VL at 0.0 A, VS at 0.0 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• transverse left: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 6.6 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• transverse left: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 6.7 A, HLCC at 1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 5.9 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 6.10A, HLCC at 1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

• transverse right: VL at 0.0 A, VS at 0.0 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• transverse right: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 5.2 A, HLCC at 1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

• transverse right: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 5.5 A, HLCC at 1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

• transverse right: VL at 8.7 A, VS at 5.6 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

In principle, the above current settings were chosen to minimize the vertical field component (By).
But we made a mistake here. In this step, we need to predict currents for VL, VS, HLCC, and HSCC coils
for the given currents of HB, HL, and HS coils. In our model, we subtracted the environment background
for the combination field of HB, HL, and HS, we then predicted the current for VL, VS, HLCC, and
HSCC coils. We should not do the environment background subtraction at all. As a consequence, the
final field using the predicted currents will not bring the vertical field component to zero. The vertical
field component is about 0.4 Gauss, which is similar to the environment background.

We realized this mistake on 10/23 therefore we corrected it in the measurements where the SHMS
was at 18 degrees, see below.

For SHMS at 18 degrees and HB at 5.6 GeV/c, 3-line-measurements were carried out for the following
settings:

• longitudinal: VL at 5.8 A, VS at 4.0 A, HLCC at -1.0 A and HSCC at -1.0 A.

• transverse left: VL at 5.8 A, VS at 4.6 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 5.8 A, VS at 3.7 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 5.8 A, VS at 3.9 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 5.8 A, VS at 4.1A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• anti-longitudinal: VL at 6.4 A, VS at 4.3 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• transverse right: VL at 5.8 A, VS at 3.2 A, HLCC at 0.0 A and HSCC at 0.0 A.
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3.9 Full Mapping Data (18-Line-Measurements)

Due to the limited time, full mapping (18-line-measurements) were performed only for the following
settings:

• anti longitudinal: SHMS at 30 degrees, HB at 3.4 GeV/c, VL at 2.3 A, VS at 1.6 A, HLCC at 0.0 A
and HSCC at 0.0 A.

• anti longitudinal: SHMS at 12.5 degrees, HB at 7.5 GeV/c, VL at 8. 7 A, VS at 6.1 A, HLCC at
1.0 A and HSCC at 1.0 A.

It turned out that we also made the same mistake of doing unnecessary environmental background
subtraction at these two set of data. With this mistake, the vertical coils at the above settings would not
compensate the vertical field from the environment background, which is about 0.4 Gauss. Fortunately,
this mistake does not affect field gradients predictions, and gradients are nearly optimized (minimized)
at the above settings.

4 Data Analysis

We developed a computer program GetAverage to extract position and field from the raw mapping
data. This program applies the rotation correction to all data collected prior to 10/23 to account for the
target platform adjustment by the alignment group (Section 2.3). It also converts the coordinate system
of the raw data file (probe frame coordinate) to Hall Coordinate System (HCS), including correcting
for offsets of the probe frame described in subsection 3.2. The environment background described in
subsection 3.3 can also be subtracted if the option is activated. The program GetAverage does not
include the position or orientation offset of the probe relative to the probe surface because these are not
known yet at this stage of the data processing.

An excel template was created to calculate the field gradients and also plot the vertical field as a
function of z position using data from the 3-line-measurement. See Fig. 6 caption for an example of the
excel template and its interpretation.

We also carried out TOSCA simulation to help us understand the field. TOSCA models were created
for SHMS at 12.5 degrees and 30 degrees by Steven Lassiter. The iron or steel structure within 1.5
meters of the target pivot were included. We ran TOSCA simulation for each single pair of the coils and
compared it to the real measurement. The following subsections will describe these analysis in details.

4.1 Understanding the Horizontal Bender Field

The Horizontal Bender (HB) sits on the CART of SHMS and rotates together with SHMS. Since
there exists an iron yolk for this magnet, the rotation of HB affects the field strength and direction at
the target area. For this reason, we need to analyze the HB field for each angle separately.

4.1.1 HB field magnitude and gradient

As the first step, we present the HB field and its components for one fixed setting. Figure 6 shows
this template for HB at 12.5 degrees and powered to 7.5 GeV/c (at a current value of 2552.33 A). Please
note that the -2.5 cm z offset of the probe was not applied yet at this moment.

From Fig. 6 we can see that the HB field is dominated by vertical field By. The field is as large
as 3 Gauss at 20 cm downstream and 1 Gauss at -20 cm upstream. The z-dependence is strong. Its
field gradients Bzy and Byz are the most prominent, which indicates that Bz changes rapidly as y and
By changes rapidly along z. We will use vertical correction coils to minimize this vertical field and to
minimize its gradients.

4.1.2 Dependence of HB field on its current

Our next step is to study whether the HB fields are linear w.r.t. its current. Based on the current
scan data at locations (0, 0, -20) and (0, 0, -18), we concluded that the field from HB at target area
is changing linearly with current. Therefore we can scale the HB field by current for the same SHMS
angle. Fig. 7 shows linear fit for the vertical field component as a function of current. Also shown is the
R2. R2 is a statistical measure of how close the data are to the fitted regression line. It is also known
as the coefficient of determination. R2 = 1.0 means it is a perfect fit. in order to force the fitted line go
through the origin, point (0,0) was added.
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Figure 6: Field and gradient of HB at 12.5 degrees and powered to 7.5 GeV/c. Environ-
ment background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset was not included. In
this spreadsheet (and for all spreadsheets of measured fields presented hereafter), the left
3 columns are HCS positions in cm, columns 4-7 are the field magnitude and its compo-
nents, B, Bx, By and Bz. Columns 9-17 are the field gradients. The field gradient δBx

δx is
abbreviated as Bxx, so are other 8 gradients. Our goal is to minimized all field gradients
below 30 mG/cm. Gradients larger than this limit are highlighted with yellow background.
The right-most column shows the direction of the horizontal field, where 0 degree is along
beamline and 90 degree is pointing to beam left.

Figure 7: HB vertical field component as a function of the set current using the 12.5 degrees
data set. The linear fit results are shown in the graph along with the R2 value. To force
the line go through the origin, point (0,0) was added.

In addition, Fig. 8 shows that the current of HB is linear to its momentum setting, which means the
HB field can also be scaled by the set momentum.

4.1.3 Dependence of HB fields on the HB angle between 12.5 and 30 degrees

Because we only have measurements of the HB field at 12.5, 18, and 30 degrees, and HB TOSCA
models for 12.5 and 30 degrees, we need to know if it is necessary to construct TOSCA models for other
angles such as 18, 15.5, 13.3 and 8.7 degrees (which will be used in the dn2 experiment) in order to
make precise prediction of the HB field for these angles. After comparing the HB TOSCA models at
12.5 degrees to that at 30 degrees at the same current, we found that the changes in field magnitude is
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Figure 8: HB current as a function of the set momentum. The linear fit results are shown
in the graph along with the R2 value.

within 0.08 Gauss. We also compared the measured data of HB field measured with HB at 12.5 degrees
and 7.5 GeV/c to those with HB at 30 degrees and 3.4 GeV/c, by scaling the HB current. We found
that the difference in field magnitude is up to 0.14 Gauss. While these results show that the vertical
field magnitude does not change significantly with the HB angle, we found the horizontal field direction
changed significantly. Therefore we do not feel comfortable to do interpolation between 12.5 and 30
degrees, and TOSCA models are needed for each HB angle in order to produce precise prediction of the
HB field.

4.1.4 Determination of the probe position offset by comparing measured HB field
data with TOSCA model

In order to compare measured data to TOSCA calculation, three corrections must be dealt with first:
First is the offset between the probe and the probe surface (or the absolution location of the probe frame
origin), orientation (tilt angles) of the probe, and how well the current density used in TOSCA model
matches the actual value.

Because the HB field has relatively large field gradient along the z direction (larger than any other
single coil), it can be used to determine the z position offset of the probe. The TOSCA simulation
provides a field table with 1 cm grid size. To facilitate the comparison, we fit Bx, By and Bz from
TOSCA as functions of z using 3rd-order polynomial functions, see Fig. 9. Here we ignore the x and y
offsets since the HB field gradient in these two directions are relatively small.

In principle, one can compare the TOSCA results with the measured data to determine the z offset
of the probe. However the difference between TOSCA and measured fields can come from not only the
probe position offset, but also a mismatch in the current density of the HB. We measured the physical
distance of the sensor of the 3-D probe to the edge of its holder and found a −1.8 cm z position offset
(negative means the sensor is more upstream). We apply this −1.8 cm z offset to the TOSCA model. We
then compared the field magnitude between real data and simulation, see Fig .10. Our results indicate
that with -1.8 cm z offset, the real field magnitude averaged along the beam line is lower than TOSCA by
1.7%. An adjustment of the z offset to -2.5 cm brings the agreement between measured field and TOSCA
model to nearly perfect level, see Fig 11). This means the current density in TOSCA model could be
1.7% higher than the real current and the z offset of the probe is -1.8 cm, or that the z offset is -2.5 cm
and the current density used in TOSCA is accurate. Because we can not separate these two effects, we
conclude that TOSCA model for HB at 30 degrees agrees well with the real coil with an uncertainty of
1.7%. And the z offset of the probe is -2.5 cm with 0.7 cm uncertainty. In our analysis, we choose the z
offset to be -2.5 cm.

We repeated the above analysis with the HB field data at 12.5 degrees. The z offset was fixed to -2.5
cm. We found that the current density for the 12.5 degrees TOSCA model is lower that it should be,
see Fig. 12). In order to match the real data it should be scaled up by 1.238 3. This indicates that the

3The cause why TOSCA has such large mismatch with HB at 12.5◦ but not 30◦ is still being investigated
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Figure 9: Fitting of Bx, By and Bz from TOSCA model as functions of z.

Figure 10: Comparison between measured fields (columns 4-7) to TOSCA model with -
1.8 cm z offset (columns 8-11) for HB at 30 degrees and set to 3.4 GeV/c (the current is
1127.68 A). The current density used in TOSCA simulation is -6505.85 A/cm2. The ratio
of the field magnitude (Bdata/Bt) is shown in the last column. The z-averaged ratio (0.983)
is shown in the right bottom cell.

12.5 degrees TOSCA model might need some tune. However, since HB field is linear with current, we
can still use this TOSCA simulation at 12.5 degrees after scaling it by 1.238.
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Figure 11: Same as Fig. fig:hbrealvstosca1p8 but now with the probe offset at -2.5 cm
in z, which is determined by tuning this value until the z-averaged data to TOSCA field
magnitude ratio reaches 1.000 (right bottom cell).

Figure 12: Comparison of measured data to TOSCA model with -2.5 cm probe z offset
for HB at 12.5 degrees with a current of 2552.33 A. The current density used in TOSCA
simulation is -14283.13 A/cm2. The ratio of the field magnitude (Bdata/Bt) is shown in the
last column. The z-averaged ratio (1.238) is shown in the right bottom cell.

4.2 Understanding the Main Holding Field

The field of the Helmholtz coils (HL or HS) are the easiest to understand because the geometry and
the shape of the coils can be constructed perfectly in TOSCA simulations. In this section we describe
the details of how we analyzed the main holding Fields.

4.2.1 Fields of a single coil pair

Fields generated from each single set of Helmholtz coils were measured first. Figure 13 shows the
field and gradient of HL coils at −7.169 A and with the SHMS (powered off) at 30 degrees. Environment
background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z probe offset is not included. Figure 14 shows
similar data for HS coils at −7.169 A and the SHMS at 18 degrees. TOSCA simulations show that the
SHMS angle affects the field magnitude of the Helmholtz coils at the level of ± 0.1 Gauss. The HB angle
effect is therefore at about the same level as the environment background fluctuation, and is treated as
an uncertainty.

From Figs. 13 and 14 we can see that the field gradients from each single pair of these Helmholtz
coils are small in most area except at the most downstream (z = 20 cm) or upstream (z = −20 cm).
The -2.5 cm z offset is not included yet but it should not affect the gradient results too much because
the field gradients from the main Helmholtz coils along the z direction are small. On the other hand,
the By component is not negligible for both settings. This is not expected if the probe and the coils are
both perfectly aligned. We will explain this effect in Section .

4.2.2 Fields of both HL and HS pairs

Next, the fields were measured with both HL and HS powered up. Figure 15 shows the field at the
transverse left direction (90 degrees) with HL at 5.16315 A, HS at −5.23057 A and with SHMS at 18
degrees. The gradients are small in most area, as expected, but the By component is at the -1.0 Gauss
level at all location. A perfect Helmholtz coils should not have such large vertical component. Figure 16
shows similar data with the field at the anti-longitudinal setting (180 degrees). For this setting, however,
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Figure 13: Fields and gradients of HL coils at −7.169 A and with SHMS (powered off) at
30 degrees. Environment background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is
not included.

Figure 14: Fields and gradients of HS coils at −7.077 A with SHMS (powered off) at 18
degrees. Environment background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not
included.

the By component is OK while the Bx component is relative large. We then looked into this issue for
the other two polarities.

Figure 17 shows the field at beam line for all four polarities. We can see that the vertical component
By for transverse left has the same magnitude as transverse right but in opposite direction. Same pattern
was found as the Bx component of longitudinal setting comparing to that of anti-longitudinal setting.
Since the survey report shows that the Helmholtz coils are perfectly aligned, these non-zero Bx and By

components can only be attributed to probe orientation. For example, at the transverse left setting, the
main field is 25 Gauss pointing to the left of the beam. If the probe has a 2 to 3 degrees of roll angle (this
terminology will be defined in Section 4.2.1), then its vertical sensor will see 4% of the horizontal field or
1 G. In order to determine the orientation angles of the probe, we compare data to TOSCA simulation,
see Section 4.5.
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Figure 15: Fields and gradients from both HL and HS coils, with the field set at the
transverse left setting (90 degrees). HL was at 5.16315 A, HS was at −5.23057 A, and
SHMS was at 18 degrees. Environment background has already been subtracted. The
-2.5 cm z offset is not included here.

Figure 16: Fields and gradients from both HL and HS coils, with the field set at the anti-
longitudinal setting (180 degrees). HL was at 5.16315 A, HS was at 5.23057 A, and SHMS
was at 18 degrees. Environment background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z
offset is not included here.

Figure 17: The main holding field at beam line for all four polarities. The SHMS for
longitudinal setting (0 deg) was at 30 degrees but it was at 18 degrees for all the other
settings. Environment background has already been subtracted. The −2.5 cm z offset is
not included here.
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4.2.3 The adjustment of the target base on Oct. 23rd

In the morning of Oct. 23rd, the alignment group adjusted the pitch angle of the target base that
holds the whole target coil system, such that one of the reference points, located at beam right and
downstream, was moved vertically down by 3 mm. After this adjustment, the actual HCS position of the
target coil center was at (−0.55, 146.41, 0.30) mm, compare to the designed location (0.00, 150.01, 0.00)
mm. The actual position of the reference point changed from (−3.55,−869.56, 838.36) mm before to
(−3.55,−866.56, 838.36) mm after the adjustment. Based on these numbers, we extracted that the
change of the pitch angle is 3.573 mrad or 0.205 degrees.

To study how much this adjustment changed the holding field, we remeasured the main holding
field after the adjustment for polarities 90, 180 and 270 degrees, but not 0 degree due to limited time.
First, we show a comparison between two measurements for transverse-right setting (270 deg), both from
before the target base adjustment but SHMS was at different angles, one at 18 degrees the other at 12.5
degrees, see top part of Fig. 18. One can see the differences in all field components are quite small,
within 0.1 Gauss, which means the SHMS angle has little effect on the comparison. We then compared
the SHMS 18 degree measurement to a 25 degrees measurement done after the target base adjustment,
again for transverse-right setting, see bottom part of Fig. 18. In this case, the field magnitude differences
are as large as 0.3 Gauss.

Figure 18: Fields measured for transverse right polarity (270 deg or x−) to study the effect
of the target adjustment. The top table shows the difference between two measurements
both done before target base adjustment, one with SHMS at 18 degrees, the other at 12.5
degrees. The bottom table shows the difference between a measurement before adjustment
with the SHMS at 18 degrees and a measurement after the adjustment with the SHMS at 25
degrees. For both tables, the differences in the measured fields are shown in the four right-
most columns, with the ”mean” and ”sigma” evaluated over all z positions. Environment
background has been subtracted. In this figure, no target base adjustment correction is
made yet.

The field difference at the beam line location between ’25 degrees after’ and ’18 degrees before’ (see
Fig. 18) is too large. In order to understand it further, we did the comparison of ”18 degrees before” vs
”25 degrees after” for all 3-line-measurements and for these three field polarities: 90 (x+), 180 (z−), and
270 (x−) degrees. There was no measurement for 0 degree field (z+) after the adjustment and thus this
setting is not included. Fig. 19 shows the summary of the results. In this comparison, the environmental
background measured at the same day (10/23) was subtracted from 25 degrees data (while in Fig. 18,
the background measured on 10/19 was subtracted from the 25 degrees data) and thus the results for
x− are different from those shown in Fig. 18. However, as one can see the difference persists no matter
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which background measurement is used. We also notice the changes in the field components do not have
a pattern which means the reason could be random, and are less than 0.18 Gauss.

Figure 19: The ’Mean’ and ’Sigma’ of the field difference before and after the target base
adjustment for three of the four polarities. ’Z+’ polarity is not shown because there was no
measurement for ’Z+’ after the target base adjustment.

Our next attempt was to correct all data taken prior to 10/23 by a rotation. This correction can
be modeled as a simple 3D rotation of angle θ about an arbitrary axis defined by a line connection two
points P1 and P2. For the target platform adjustment, θ = 3.573 mrad = 0.205◦. The rotation axis goes
through the center of the Helmholtz coils (−0.55, 146.41, 0.30) mm, and is parallel to the hall x axis. We
can choose P1 as (−0.55, 146.41, 0.30) and P2 as (−1.55, 146.41, 0.30). The rotation can be achieved by
the following steps:

1) translate space so that the rotation axis passes through the origin;

2) rotate about the x axis by θ. The rotation axis is x and lies in the OXZ plane;

3) (3) rotate space about the y axis so that the rotation axis lies along the z axis;

4) (4) perform the desired rotation by angle θ about the z axis:

Rz(θ) =

(
cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

)
(1)

5) apply the inverse of step (3);

6) apply the inverse of step (2);

7) apply the inverse of step (1).

This rotation correction has been applied to all data taken before 10/23 (except the ”before” data used
in the comparison of Fig. 18 and Fig. 19). Still, it seems that the adjustment can not explain all the
difference 4.

4.2.4 Uncertainty of main holding field predictions

In this section study whether it is possible to predict the main holding field reliably. We have measured
fields for single pair coils for each of HL and HS, and we have also measured fields with both HL and
HS powered on. We compare (a) fields for certain combination of HL and HS currents predicted from
summation of data measured with one single coil; with (b) fields measured with both HL and HS powered
on.

In our measurements, when HL and HS were both powered with positive currents, the resulting field is
pointing to 180 degrees. Fig. 20 shows the field difference between predicted field and real measurement
for anti-longitudinal polarity. The predicted field come from the field of HL coils at 5.163 A current plus
the field of HS coils at 5.231 A current. The true field is the real measurement when both HL and HS
were powered to the corresponding currents. The mini-table at the bottom of Fig. 20 shows the ’Mean’
and ’Sigma’ of the difference. ’Mean’ is the averaged difference of field magnitude or each of the field
components Bx, By and Bz, while ’Sigma’ is the standard deviation. The ”Sigma” can be understood
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Figure 20: Field differences between values predicted using single-coil-pair measurement and
real measurement from both coil pairs for anti-longitudinal (180 degrees or z−) polarity. In
the mini-table at the bottom, ’Mean’ shows the averaged difference in the field magnitude
or each of field components Bx, By and Bz, while ’Sigma’ shows the standard deviation in
the differences.

as the uncertainty of the prediction, while ”Mean” represents how reliable this prediction method works.
The reasons for none-zero ’Mean’ are complicated and unknown.

Similar studies were carried out for the other three polarities, see Fig. 21 for a summary of ’Mean’
and ’Sigma’ for all. Three of the four polarities (z−,x+ and x−) used data collected with SHMS at 25
degrees and after the target base adjustment. For 0 degree field (z+ polarity), no measurement was done
after target base adjustment and the data used here were from before the adjustment and with SHMS
at 30 degrees. The ’Mean’s in the field magnitude differences do not have a pattern which means the
reason could be random. The Mean difference in each field component is less than 0.2 Gauss except for
longitudinal setting (0 degree). It seems that the prediction for longitudinal setting will has uncertainty
up to 0.3 Gauss, possibly due to the target base adjustment.

Figure 21: The ’Mean’ and ’Sigma’ of the field difference between fields predicted using
single-coil-pair data and actual measured field with both coil pairs powered on.

4We may add more detailed results here
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4.3 Understanding The Field of Vertical Correction Coils

The field of the vertical correction coils (VL or VS) are not as easy to study as Helmholtz coils for the
following reasons: First of all, the wire planes are 6 degrees tilted from horizontal. Second, the current
for the 2 coils are opposite to each other. Third, the coil are manually wired and not by professional
personnel, therefore the geometry of the coils can not be perfectly constructed in TOSCA simulation.
We describe how we analyze the fields in details below.

4.3.1 Calibration of coil currents for VL and VS

The power supplies used for the vertical coils can only be adjusted to an accuracy of 0.1 A. For data
taken with SHMS at 30 degrees, vertical coils were powered to about 2.5 A. The accuracy of the current
is thus about 4%. This current accuracy can be improved as follows: we did current scan for each of VL
and VS coil pairs by fixing the probe at one location and scanning the current from 1 A to 10 A with
a step of 1.0 A. We measured the field for each current. We then fit the ”current vs field” and the fit
results can be used to determine the current if a field is given. By doing this we found that the -7.1 A
current sent to VS should be -7.14 A, and the -6.4 A current sent to VL should be changed to -6.52 A.
For details about this analysis, please see Appendix D.

4.3.2 Understanding the fields and gradients of VL and VS

Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the field and gradient of VL coils at -6.52 A and VS coils at -7.14 A,
respectively. Environment background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not included.

Figure 22: Field and gradient of VL coils at -6.52 A. Environment background has already
been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not included yet.

We need to keep in mind that the purpose of these vertical correction coils is to cancel the vertical field
from the HB and the environment background, and also minimize the field gradients. From data shown
in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23, one can see that the dominant field for both of them is in the vertical direction
and all the gradients are small. Even at -6.52 A current, the VL coils do not have much capability to
correct any gradients except Byy, Bzy and Byz. The Byy term has large dependence on the z location.
The Bzy term is weak at center (z = 0) but increase as it move away from center. The Byz term seems
relative large and has an offset from zero. Data for VS coils have similar pattern and it can correct Byy,
Bzy and Byz but the Byx term become relative large. The Bzy gradient of VS coils changes rapidly
at z = −4 . This will introduce trouble to minimize the gradient. In order to understand the correction
power of them, we normalized the current to 1 A, see Fig. 24. From this figure we learn that Byy and
Bzy of VS coils do not change smoothly along z. If we look back to Fig. 6 which shows the field and
gradient for SHMS (and HB) set to 3.4 GeV/c and at 30 degrees, we found that the gradient Bzy is
98 mG/cm at z = 20, 33 mG/cm at z = −3 and 21 mG/cm at z = −20. It seems that both VL and
VS coils do not have enough power to correct Bzy along the beam line. For details about this analysis,
please see Appendix D.
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Figure 23: Field and gradient of VS coils at -7.14 A. Environment background has already
been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not included yet.

Figure 24: Gradient correction power after normalizing to 1 A for VL coils (top) and VS
coils (bottom).
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4.4 Understanding the Field of Horizontal Correction Coils

The field of the horizontal correction coils (HLCC or HSCC) are very difficult to understand. The
wire have to go around the support structure of the Helmholtz coils therefore the geometry of the coils
can not be constructed precisely in TOSCA simulation. In our TOSCA simulation we used a perfect
cylinder shape for the coil. Tremendous of time and effort need to be put on to build the geometry if we
want to have any close simulation for these coils.

4.4.1 The field and gradient of HLCC and HSCC

As we know that the horizontal correction coils are powered up only if there are high field gradients in
the horizontal direction and these coils should not introduce extra gradients in other directions. Fig. 25
and Fig. 26 show the fields and gradients of HLCC at 2.0 A and HSCC at 2.0 A, respectively. Note that
the environment background has already been subtracted and the -2.5 cm z offset is not included.

It is surprising to see that there is a ≈ −0.44 Gauss vertical field component from HLCC and a
≈ −0.36 Gauss vertical field component from HSCC along the beamline. For a perfect correction coil
pair we expect zero vertical field component at coil center, but it could increase as the distance moves
away from the center. Thus we think the observed nonzero By component could be due to the fact that
the beam line is about 15 cm vertical down from the center of the coil center. From these data we also
realize that HLCC should always be used together with HSCC (and vice versa) in order to compensate
the vertical field component, or we have to use vertical coils to compensate the vertical field component.

Figure 25: Field and gradient of HLCC coils at 2 A. Environment background has already
been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not included yet.

It is also surprising to see that the Byy term of HLCC is as large as about 40 mG/cm, while Bxz
are only 30 mG/cm and Bzz are -15 mG/cm only. Data from HSCC show similar pattern.

We then moved on to study the field and gradients with both coil pairs powered on. Fig. 27 shows
this result for HLCC coils at 2 A and HSCC at 2 A. At this configuration, Bxx, Byx and Byy terms
dominate the field gradients, especially the Byy is larger than 50 mG/cm. We did not see any other coils
has such large Byy term, therefore we should be very careful to use this combination.

Similarly, Fig. 28 shows the field and gradient for HLCC coils at 2 A and HSCC at -2 A. At this
configuration, the vertical field components are mostly cancelled out between HLCC and HSCC. The
field is mostly in the transverse direction, pointing in the transverse right direction at downstream and
in the transverse left direction at upstream. The field magnitude is weak at center (z = 0) but strong far
way from the center. Bzx, and Bxz terms dominate the field gradients, as large as -70 mG/cm, while
all other gradients are relative small. These results are what we expected. We also note that the field
direction is not aligned in the transverse direction, and thus the current ratio between HLCC and HSCC
need to be adjusted if a perfect transverse field is desired.

From these data we conclude that (a) the horizontal correction coils for An
1 should be configured

with HLCC and HSCC currents opposite to each other in the sign, and (b) only Bzx and Bxz can be
corrected using these coils.
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Figure 26: Field and gradient of HSCC coils at 2 A. Environment background has already
been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not included yet.

Figure 27: Field and gradient for HLCC coils at 2 A and HSCC at 2 A. Environment
background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset is not included yet.

Figure 28: Field and gradient for HLCC coils at 2 A and HSCC at -2 A. Environment
background has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset was not included yet.
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4.4.2 Uncertainty of HLCC and HSCC Field

We have data for each single pair of HLCC and HSCC. We also have data for any combination of
currents for these two pairs of coils. To study the uncertainty of our measurement, we can again compare
fields predicted using single-pair measurements to measured fields with both coil pairs powered on, see
Fig 29. We use ’+’ or ’-’ to denote that current sign of HSLL and HLCC. The first sign is for HSCC and
the 2nd is for HLCC. For example, ’+-’ means HSCC is at 2 A and HLCC is at −2 A. We found that the
difference in the field magnitude is at the level of 0.17 Gauss, and this can be taken as the uncertainty
in the predicted fields of HLCC and HSCC.

Figure 29: Difference between predicted and measured fields for HLCC and HSCC coils
at 2 A or −2 A. The first sign is for HSCC and the 2nd is for HLCC. For example, ’+−’
means HSCC is at 2 A and HLCC is at −2 A. Environment background has already been
subtracted. The −2.5 cm z offset is not included yet. The difference in the field magnitude
is up to 0.17 G.

As we can see that the field created by HLCC or HSCC at ±2 A are about 0.9 Gauss in magnitude.
The environment background is about 0.6 Gauss in magnitude and it fluctuates at 0.1 Gauss level. In
order to minimized the influence of environment background subtraction, we set the current of HSCC
and HLCC at 4A each and collected data again. Our analysis show that ±4 A data set are consistent
with the ±2 A data set within 0.1 G. By comparing these two data sets we can also know the uncertainty
of the measurement. Fig 30 shows the field measurement uncertainty for HLCC and HSCC coils when
use both ±2 A and ±4 A data sets. For ±4 A data set, the field magnitude uncertainty is at the level of
0.12 Gauss.
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Figure 30: Difference between predicted and measured fields for for HLCC and HSCC coils
powered to 4 A or −4 A data. The signs are defined in the same way as Fig. 29. Environment
background has already been subtracted. The −2.5 cm z offset is not included yet. The
difference in the field magnitude is up to 0.12 G.
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4.5 Determine the probe orientation

Once we have measured and understood the fields from all coils, the next step in the analysis is to
predict the actual target fields used in the experiment. The field direction is important for interpreting
the measured cross section asymmetries, while the field magnitude and gradients are important in target
polarimetry analysis.

In order to reach our next goal, one must first understand the orientation of the 3D field probe used
in the measurement. As explained briefly in Section 2.2, we do not know if the sensors inside the 3-D
probe are aligned exactly to the 3 axes of the Hall Coordinate System (HCS), even though we can align
the surface of probe holder well. We estimate the level of the tilting angles to be at the level of a couple
of degrees. In this section we describe how we extracted the tilting angles.

4.5.1 Definition of the probe tilting angles

Here we borrow the terms of roll, pitch, and yaw angles, known as Tait-Bryan angles commonly used
in aerospace applications, to describe the orientation or tilting angles of our 3D probe, see Fig. 31. The
rotation about the front-to-back axis (longitudinal or z axis) is called roll, the rotation about the side-
to-side axis (lateral or x axis) is called pitch, and the rotation about the vertical axis (vertical or y axis)
is called yaw. A positive angle indicates anti-clockwise rotation when viewing along the axis direction.

longitu
dinal

lateral

vertical

Figure 31: Tait-Bryan angles used in aerospace applications. The roll, pitch, and yaw angles
are defined as the rotational angle about longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes, or our HCS
z, x and y axes, respectively.

4.5.2 Extracting probe orientation angles using TOSCA

We already have some basic understanding of the field and its gradient for each single pair of coils.
We can use these measurements to calibrate the current density used in TOSCA simulation. To do so,
we compare the measured field magnitude with TOSCA simulation, and extract the field magnitude
ratio averaged along the beam line. This averaged ratio provides us a scaling factor that needs to be
applied to the current density used in TOSCA in order for the field to match measured data. After the
scaling factor is applied, we compare all field components between TOSCA and data. Differences in the
field components between TOSCA model and real data can be due to only two reasons: either 1) the
coils are not well aligned as designed, or 2) the probe is not aligned along the coordinate axes. Since
survey reports from the alignment group show the tilting angles of the Helmholtz coils were negligible,
the observed field component differences between real data and TOSCA simulation of the Helmholtz
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coils can only be caused by the probe orientation, and can be used to extract the orientation angles of
the probe.

In the following we will first explain the analysis of the HL coils. TOSCA simulation for HL coils
was carried out with a current density of 26 A/cm2 with SHMS at 30 degrees. We compared fields from
TOSCA to the real data taken with HL at -7.169 A. Along the beam line (x = y = 0), the averaged field
magnitude ratio of data to simulation is 1.351, see Fig. 32. This means fields from the TOSCA model
should be scaled by 1.351 in order to match the data taken with current -7.169 A, or TOSCA calculation
should be repeated with a current density 26 × 1.351 = 35.126 A/cm2.

Figure 32: Comparison between data and TOSCA model for HL coils with SHMS at 30
degrees. All fields are in unit of Gauss. The average of the data to TOSCA ratio is 1.351.
Should we say ”environmental background has already been subtracted”? And what about
the position z offset of the probe?

We then tried to extract the probe tilting angles. Because the HL Helmholtz coils produce a field
pointing at 45 degrees, it provides a chance to extract the pitch, yaw, and roll angles. Denoting the roll,
yaw, and pitch angles as α, β, and γ, we apply a rotation matrix, Eq. (2), which is defined as a rotation
of pitch angle γ first, followed by the yaw angle β, then the roll angle α.

R(α, β, γ) = Rz(α)Ry(β)Rx(γ)

=

(
cosα cosβ cosα sinβ sin γ − sinα cos γ cosα sinβ cos γ + sinα sin γ
sinα cosβ sinα sinβ sin γ + cosα cos γ sinα sinβ cos γ − cosα sin γ
− sinβ cosβ sin γ cosβ cos γ

)
(2)

We fit these three variables (α, β, γ) to minimize the difference for each field component between the
rotated data and TOSCA calculation. Fig. 33 shows one of the fitting results for HL coils. In this table,
the TOSCA model has been scaled to match the real field magnitude. ’Mean’ is the averaged difference
(which is now minimized to zero) and ’Sigma’ is the standard deviation. The fitting results used in this
table are α = −2.250◦, β = 0.883◦ and γ = 0.940◦.

Since the HL field is mainly in the horizontal plane, the pitch angle main affects dBy, the yaw angle
mainly affects dBx and dBz, and the roll angle mainly affects dBy. We use these features to determine
the uncertainty of each fitted angle. To determine the upper and lower limits for the pitch angle γ, we fix
the yaw angle β and the roll angle α. We then adjust the pitch γ such that the ’Mean’ matches ±Sigma
in dBy. To determine the upper and lower limits for the yaw angle β, we fix the pitch(γ) and the roll(α),
and adjust the yaw(β) such that the ’Mean’ matches ±Sigma in dBx and dBz. Similarly, we matched
’Mean’ to ±Sigma in dBy to obtain the upper and lower limits for the roll angle α. Fig. 34 shows the
final fitted values for all three angles and their upper and lower limits.

We repeated the analysis above to HS, VL, and VS coils. The current density for HS model to match
a −7.077 A real current is −39.395 A/cm2, the current density for VL model to match a −6.52 A real
current is 22.297 A/cm2 and that for VS model to match a −7.14 A real current is −49.005 A/cm2. All
the current densities have an uncertainty of ±0.2 A/cm2. After scaling the models to the proper current
densities, we compared them to data and did the fitting of the probe angles, see Figs. 35 and 36. HS is
similar to HL and can provide enough constraint to determine all three angles. On the other hand, the
fields of VL and VS are mainly in the vertical direction with small Bx and Bz, therefore do not provide
much constraints in determining the yaw angle. In Fig. 36, we also provide the ”suggested” values and
their uncertainties (in blue color) for each angle by combining results from various coils. For the yaw
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Figure 33: Comparison between TOSCA model and rotated data of HL coils. ’Mean’ is the
average value and ’Sigma’ is the standard deviation for the field difference. TOSCA model
has been scaled to match the real field magnitude. And a rotation due to probe orientation
has been applied to data with the angles varied to minimize the ’Mean’ differences. The
fitted values used to reach zero for all field component differences shown here are α =
−2.250◦, β = 0.883◦ and γ = 0.940◦.

Figure 34: The fitted values and their upper and lower limits for the probe orientation
angles using HL data, in unit of degree.

angle, only HL and HS coils results are used because VL and VS data do not constrain this angle. The
final probe orientation angles are (0.73±0.63)◦ , (−1.19±0.43)◦, and (−2.25±0.17)◦ for the pitch, yaw,
and roll, respectively.

Figure 35: The fitted angles and their upper and lower limits for each single set of HL, HS,
VL, and VS data, in unit of degree. Also listed in the bottom are the suggested values and
uncertainties for the probe orientation, obtained by combining all coils results.

One might wonder why HLCC and HSCC are not used in determine the probe angles. Theoretically,
HLCC and HSCC should provide as strong constraints on the probe angles as HL and HS coils. There are
several reasons why they are not used in this analysis. First, HLCC and HSCC coils produce very weak
field (up to 2 Gauss for a 4 A current). We need to subtract the environment background for each single
pair of coils, which adds an uncertainty of 0.1 Gauss or 5%. Second, our TOSCA model does not have the
exact geometry of the HLCC and HSCC because they are wired by hand around the support structure of
HL and HS coils. The matching between TOSCA model and the data are thus not as reliable as HL or
HS coils. In fitting the orientation angles, the ’Mean’ and ’Sigma’ values for field component differences
are relatively large (0.1 Gauss), and cannot be minimized simultaneously, see Fig. 37. Therefore, the
HLCC and HSCC data were not used in determining the probe angles.

4.5.3 Verifying probe orientation

In the previous section, we determined the scaling factor for the TOSCA current density for each
single pair of coils. We also determined the probe orientation angles. Now we can test these results using
2-coil-pairs data. For An

1 , the Helmholtz coils are rotated by 45 degrees along with the target base, and
the HL and HS must be turned on at the same time to provide the fields needed by the experiment.
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Figure 36: The fitted results for pitch (blue), yaw (red), and roll (black) angles and their
upper and lower limits, in unit of degree, obtained from comparing data with TOSCA
calculation for each single set of HL, HS, VL, and VS data. As one can see that VL and
VS coils do not constrain very well the yaw angle and these are omitted when combining
results from multiple coils.

Figure 37: Comparison between the measured fields with TOSCA model for HLCC coils.
Probe orientation rotation has been applied with an attempt to minimize the ’Mean’ field
component differences. The ’Sigma’ is the standard deviation for the field difference. The
’Mean’ values cannot be minimized to zero like in Table 33. The environmental background
has already been subtracted. The -2.5 cm z offset of the probe is not included.

We scaled the current density of each TOSCA model to match the real current, then combined HS and
HL models mathematically to form the field with both HL and HS powered on. This is called predicted
fields. We then rotate the measured field data with both HL and HS on by the probe orientation angles
using Eq. 2. Finally, we compared the rotated data to predictions for all four polarities, see Fig. 38.
From the table one can see that the difference between TOSCA prediction and the measured value for
each field component is small, less than 0.15 Gauss, except for the longitudinal setting. The longitudinal
setting has a deviation of -0.23 Gauss in dBx and 0.32 Gauss in dBz. We mentioned earlier that the only
available longitudinal data were taken before the target base adjustment and on a different day from data
for the other three polarities. We could tweak the current density of the model to the differences smaller,
but we do not think the current density is the cause of the larger discrepancy and thus we decided not to
scale the currents, and take the observed large differences as an uncertainty of our model for the 0-deg
field setting. Fortunately, all An

1 data were taken with either 180◦ or 90◦ field.
Details of the analysis presented in this section can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 38: Comparison between TOSCA prediction with real data for the main holding
fields for all four polarities. The current densities used in TOSCA have been scaled to
match the single-coil data in magnitude, and the probe orientation correction using angle
results obtained using single-coil data, described in the previous section, has been applied
to the data. Overall the agreement is good, with the field component difference less than
0.2 G for 3 of the 4 polarity settings.
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4.6 Comparing to COMPASS Measurements

We also have measurements of the field direction (”compass measurements”) from M. Roy. In the
compass measurement, the horizontal field angle was measured to an accuracy of 0.2 degrees [? ] Need
to refer the note for compass measurement here. The advantage of the compass measurement is that the
compass orientation was surveyed by the alignment group and thus it provides results on the absolute
field direction. Conditions of the compass measurements are listed in Table 2, including coil currents, HB
momentum setting, and the SHMS angle. Results of the compass measurements are shown in Fig. 39.

SHMS Angle HB Momentum Polarities VL VS HLCC HSCC
(deg) (GeV/c) (deg) (A) (A) (A) (A)

30 3.4 0 4.5 3.5 0.0 0.0
30 3.4 180 2.8 1.6 0.0 0.0
30 3.4 90 2.3 2.3 0.0 0.0
30 3.4 270 4.5 2.8 0.0 0.0
18 5.6 0 5.8 4.0 -1.0 1.0
18 5.6 180 5.8 3.9 0.0 0.0
18 5.6 90 5.8 4.6 0.0 0.0
18 5.6 270 5.8 3.2 0.0 0.0

12.5 7.5 0 8.7 5.9 0.0 0.0
12.5 7.5 180 8.7 5.9 0.0 0.0
12.5 7.5 90 8.7 6.7 -1.0 1.0
12.5 7.5 270 8.7 5.4 -1.0 1.0

Table 2: Conditions of coil currents, HB field setting and SHMS angles used in compass
measurements.

Figure 39: Field angles obtained from compass measurements, provided by M. Roy.

The compass measurements were performed right after the field mapping, and there was no time to
optimize or check the coil settings using data from mapping. Therefore some of the current settings listed
here are not perfect for running the experiment. For example, environment background was mistakenly
subtracted when determining the optimized currents for compass measurements with SHMS at 30 degrees
and 12.5 degrees. For the 30 deg SHMS and anti-longitudinal (180 degrees) setting, the current of VL
should be 2.3 A but it was typed as 2.8 A by mistake. Nevertheless, we can use compass measurement
results to check our analysis of field mapping and predictions.

For most of the settings in Table 2, we do not have field mapping data exactly matching all currents
and we need to create a model first to predict the field. Since we have data for every single pair of coils
for HB, HL, HS, VL, VS, HLCC and HSCC, we mathematically combined them using the currents listed
in Table 2 to predict the field. We call this a data-based model. The uncertainty of this model is about
±0.34 Gauss in field magnitude and ±0.2 Gauss for each field component. In this analysis, corrections
for the probe orientation angles determined from the previous section are not applied, and there can be
discrepancy between the predicted field directions and the compass results due to the probe yaw angle.
This comparison can thus provide a check of the probe yaw angle analysis.

Fig. 40 shows our predicted horizontal field angles for each setting with an uncertainty of about ±0.44
degree. Noting that M. Roy’s result were at z = −12, 0, 12, and we interpolated our mapping results to
the same locations in the data-based model, see Fig. 41.

The comparison between our predicted field directions (Fig. 41) and compass measurement results
is shown in Fig. 42. One can see that the difference in the field angle is about −1.01 degrees for three
of the four polarities. The difference for the longitudinal (z+) field setting is larger. However, as we
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Figure 40: Predicted field angles for each setting using data-based model. In this model,
the field measured for each single pair of coils were added mathematically to predict the
total field with multiple coils powered on.

Figure 41: Predicted field angles for z = 0,±12, obtained by interpolating results from
Fig. 40.

have mentioned several times, data for the longitudinal setting were obtained before the target platform
adjustment and are less reliable to use. Therefore when calculating the averaged angle difference for all
compass measurements, only 90, 180, and 270◦ field results were used. We obtained a −1.01◦ difference
between prediction and compass measurements with an uncertainty of ±0.44◦. This agrees very well
with the yaw angle result (−1.19 ± 0.43)◦ given in Section 4.5. And thus our field model agrees well
with the compass measurement and this comparison also confirmed that our extraction of the probe yaw
angle is accurate.

Figure 42: Field angle differences between data-based model (”JZ”) and compass measure-
ments (”MR”), for three SHMS settings and for all four field polarities. The difference for
the longitudinal (z+) setting is as large as 3.55 degrees, but all other three polarities show
a consistent ≈ −1◦ difference, with an average of −1.01◦. This can be attributed to the
probe yaw angle, determined to be (−1.19 ± 0.43)◦ in Section 4.5.
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4.7 TOSCA-Based Super Model

In previous sections we developed a data-based model based on data collected from single coils, and
found it to be consistent with data taken with multiple coils. After comparing with TOSCA simulation of
single coils and extraction of the probe orientation angle, we also found these data consistent with compass
measurement results. The uncertainty from this model is about ±0.34 Gauss in the field magnitude and
about ±0.2 Gauss in each field component. While this model can in principle be used to predict the
field magnitude, direction, and gradients, we note that the 3 lines in the 3-line measurements (line-1
at x = 0 and y = 0, line-2 at x = 0 and y = 2, line-3 at x = 2,y = 0) are too close to each other
which yields a large uncertainty in the calculated field gradients. Further more, the data-based model
cannot be used to calculate the field or its gradient for location away from the measured three lines. For
example, it does not work for pumping chamber location or the coil center (which is 15 cm above beam
line). To overcome these short-coming, we built another model based purely on TOSCA simulation. We
called it super-TOSCA-model. In the super-TOSCA model, fields of multiple coils are predicted using
mathematical combinations (summations) of fields of each single pair of coils, but now the field for each
coil pair is from TOSCA calculation. We used the same excel template to calculate the gradients, but
now field values from TOSCA along the following three lines are used:

• new-line-1: x=0; y=0; z=20, 12, 4, -4, -12, -20 (cm);

• new-line-2: x=0; y=10; z=20, 12, 4, -4, -12, -20 (cm);

• new-line-3: x=5; y=0; z=20, 12, 4, -4, -12, -20 (cm).

These three new lines are 10 cm away in vertical and 5 cm away in horizontal from each other, which
help to reduce the uncertainty in the field gradient.

To build the super-TOSCA-model, we first verified the following:

1. Does the field of each single pair of coils change linearly with the current?

2. Does the field calculated from adding fields of two single-coils match the field with both coils
powered on?

3. Does the angle of SHMS change the field of any single pair of coils?

We ran several simulation to answer the above questions. For question #1, we expect the HB coils
to be the only one that could change non-linearly with the current because of its iron yoke. All other
coils do not have iron yoke. We have real currant scan data for the HB, described Section 4.1, which
showed that the HB field changes linearly with the current within a 7.5 GeV/c momentum range. We
then ran TOSCA simulation for HB coils at three current densities for 3.4, 5.6 and 7.5 GeV/c at 12.5
degrees. Results from these TOSCA calculations confirmed that the HB field changes linearly with the
current. We also ran TOSCA simulation for VL coils for three current densities, from which the results
proved that the field from VL coils also changes linearly with the current.

For question #2, we added TOSCA field maps for HL and HS together, then compared it to the
TOSCA map with both HL and HS powered to the same current densities. The comparison shows that
the field differences within the whole map evaluated are less than 0.03 Gauss in magnitude and all field
components.

Question #3 cost much more effort to study. First, we ran TOSCA simulations for HL coils with the
SHMS at 12.5 deg and then at 30 deg (but HB is not powered). Comparison between these two sets of
results shows that the field difference is below 0.08 Gauss in magnitude and all field components. This
indicates the HB angle does not affect much the field of HL coils. It should be the same for HS and
other target coils too. We then compared the measured field from HB with the HB at 12.5 degrees to
HB at 30 degrees after scaling the 12.5 degrees data taken with momentum 7.5 GeV/c to 3.4 GeV/c. We
found the difference in the field magnitude is up to 0.14 Gauss. Field components are not comparable in
this case since the field is pointing at different directions. After manually rotated the 12.5 degrees HB
field to 30 degree, the difference in field components from the measured 30-deg setting is at the level of
0.1 Gauss. While this difference is small, we think that it is better if a dedicated HB TOSCA model can
be carried out for each SHMS angle (such as 8.5 and 11.0 degrees) such that the fields can be predicted
more reliably.

4.7.1 Current density or scaling factor for each coil pair in TOSCA model

As described in Section 4.5, we compare field magnitude along the beam line between measured
data and TOSCA simulation to determine the current density for each single pair of coils. This is
summarized in Table 3 for all coils. The scaling factor is then applied to fields from TOSCA for all
TOSCA calculations.
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Name Coils HL HS VL VS HLCC HSCC HB(30o) HB(12.5o)
Current (A) -7.169 -7.077 -6.52 -7.14 -4.00 -4.00 1127.68 2552.33

Current Density -35.123 -39.395 22.297 -49.005 -187.045 -104.572 -6505.85 -17682.514
Scale Factor -1.351 1.407 -0.796 -1.361 1.870 1.046 1.00 1.238

Table 3: Scaling factor for TOSCA calculation. The current used in the field measurement
is shown in the first row. The corresponding current density (second row) is calculated using
the current value and the geometry of the coils, which is the value used in the TOSCA model.
The scaling factor, shown in the 3rd row, are extracted from comparing measured data to
TOSCA simulation, which represents how well the calculated current density matches the
real current density value of the measurement.

4.7.2 Modeling the environment background

As described in Section 3.3, we used data measured on 10/19 to do the environment background sub-
traction. Data show that the background varies with position. The environmental background is not
included in the TOSCA model for each single pair of coils, and thus we need to build a model for it and
add this background to TOSCA results.

To do so, we first applied the -2.5 cm z offset of the probe to the data of 10/19. We then fit the three
field components Bx, By and Bz as linear functions of z. Use the fitting results, we generated the fields
for positions along the ”new” 3 lines used for TOSCA calculation (which differ from the 3 lines of the
measured data, as described at the beginning of Section 4.7). In doing so we have ignored the x and y
dependence of the background field. We also tried to use the 3rd-order polynomial function to do the
fit, but found linear functions are sufficient in describing the background. Next we applied the probe
orientation correction to the field along the new 3 lines, and calculated the gradients, see Fig. 43. This
produces the value of the environmental background that should be added to the fields from TOSCA
calculation.

Figure 43: Modeling the environment background based on data measured on 10/1. The
data were fitted and extrapolated to the 3-lines used in TOSCA calculation. Corrections
for the probe offset and orientation are already applied.

4.7.3 Example of the TOSCA-based Super Model

Once TOSCA calculation is performed for each of the coils: HB, HL, HS, VL, VS, HLCC and HSCC,
a TOSCA map of the field is generated and gradient calculated. The current for each coil is treated as
an input, and the resulting fields are added to provide the field prediction. When doing so, the TOSCA
model for HB must match the correct SHMS angle. For example, the TOSCA model for HB at 30 degrees
is only used to predict fields with HB at 30 degrees, and TOSCA model for HB at 12.5 degrees is only
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used to predict fields with HB at 12.5 degrees. Fig. 44 shows an example of this super-TOSCA-model
for HB at 30 degrees. In this table, the user can input the current for each coil at the top. The content
of this table is automatically calculated using the input currents. The excel file also provides a fitting
procedure to find the best VL and VS currents if other currents are given. This feature is very useful
because we need to predict VL and VS currents for each kinematic setting during experiment running.

Figure 44: Super-TOSCA-model for the fields with HB at 30 degrees. The current (in A) for
each coils is given at the top of the table and can be changed. In the example shown here,
the coil currents are set to −90◦ setting. Field components and magnitudes are calculated
for 3 lines along z and with different x and y positions. Field gradients are then calculated.
The yellow background highlights cells in which the gradient is larger than 30 mG/cm. The
field angle in the horizontal plane is also calculated (right-most column).

Please keep in mind that the TOSCA model for HLCC and HSCC are not as accurate as other coils,
and these two coils are less reliable to use. Fig. 45 shows the field and gradients for HSCC model at
−100 A/cm2 current density, which corresponding to -3.825 A real current. One can see that the gradient
components Bzx, Byy and Bxz are very large. We should really use it with 100 percent caution.

Figure 45: Fields calculated from TOSCA model for HSCC at −100 A/cm2 current density,
which corresponds to a -3.825 A real current.

The uncertainty of this super-TOSCA-model is about ±0.2 Gauss for each field component if HSCC
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and HLCC are not used, or ±0.3 Gauss if HSCC or HLCC coils are included. The field angle prediction
uncertainty is ±0.44 degrees without HSCC or HLCC, or ±0.66 degree with HSCC or HLCC coils. The
uncertainty for field gradients is about ±5 mG/cm.
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5 Field predictions for An
1

Here we show two examples of the field predicted and optimized by the super-tosca-model for SHMS
at 30 degrees and 3.4 GeV/c. Fig. 46 is for anti-longitudinal setting and Fig. 47 is for transverse left
setting. Please note that the currents for HL, HS and HB coils are identical to those used in experiment,
Currents for VL. VS, HLCC, and HSCC are optimized by the super-tosca-model. If we want to see the
field exactly for some currents, we just need to set those currents in the excel temperate.

Figure 46: Fields predicted from super-tosca-model for anti-longitudinal (180 degrees) po-
larity, with SHMS at 30 degrees and 3.4 GeV/c. The currents of each coil was list at the
top. Also shown in the bottom are ’Range’, ’Mean’, ’Slope+’ and ’Slope-’. ’Range’ and
’Mean’ show the range and average value of the vertical field component (By) at beam line.
’Slope+’ and ’Slope-’ show the slope of the vertical field component at the downstream part
and upstream part of the beam line. A graph of ”By vs z” also show for beam line locations.
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Figure 47: Same as Fig. 46 by for transverse left (90 degrees) polarity.

6 Conclusion

In October 2019, field mapping measurements were carried out for the An
1 /d

n
2 run group. Our analysis

shows that all field measurements are self-consistent. We found the HB field has very large gradients
when set at 7.5 GeV/c in momentum. We also found the vertical correction coils do not have sufficient
correction power to neutralize the field gradients. The horizontal correction coils HSCC and HLCC has
very powerful correction capability but will also introduce unexpected field gradients.

Combining our field mapping measurements with TOSCA simulations, we have determined the current
scaling factor for TOSCA simulation of each coil pair, and have extracted the orientation offset (angles)
of the 3D probe used for the measurement. We found TOSCA calculation works very well for Helmholtz
coils, but not quite well for HSCC and HLCC and these coils must be used with caution.

We can now provide two models to predict the field and its gradients for any combination of coil
currents. One is based on measured data. It can only predict the fields within 2 cm of the beam line,
and only works for the 45◦ target platform orientation use for the large angle running of An

1 under which
these data were obtained. The other is called the ”super-TOSCA-model”, which is based on TOSCA
simulation and can predict the fields for a much wider range in space. The current excel gradient template
can be used to predict fields from super-TOSCA-model up to 5 cm in x and 10 cm in y from the beamline.
If necessary, we can develop a computer program following the same idea of the gradient template to do
prediction for the whole target area. Both models can predict the field components to an accuracy of
0.2−0.3 Gauss. The super-TOSCA model can predict the field gradients to an uncertainty of 5 mG/cm.
The field angle in the horizontal plane can be predicted to ±0.44◦ without HSCC or HLCC, or ±0.66◦

if HSCC or HLCC coils is used.
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Appendix

A All mapping data

B Environment Background

C Horizontal Bender

D Vertical correction coils

E Probe Orientation
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